
HOW DO VARIABLE COSTS AND FIXED

In economics, variable cost and fixed cost are the two main costs a company has when producing goods and services.
A variable cost varies.

Unlike fixed expenses, you can control your variable expenses to leave room for profits. When readers click
on these links, and buy these products or services, Inc may be compensated. For example, a company may pay
a sales person a monthly salary a fixed cost plus a percentage commission for every unit sold above a certain
level a variable cost. Examples of variable costs include labor costs, utility costs, commissions, and the cost of
raw materials that are used in production. Economies of scale are another area of business that can only be
understood within the framework of fixed and variable expenses. Variable costs are those that respond directly
and proportionately to changes in activity level or volume, such as raw materials, hourly production wages,
sales commissions, inventory, packaging supplies, and shipping costs. This can lead to a heightened level of
competition within an industry, since they all likely have the same cost structure, and must all cover their fixed
costs. Therefore it's not useful to compare the variable costs between a car manufacturer and an appliance
manufacturer because their product output isn't comparable. Some fixed costs are incurred at the discretion of
a company's management, such as advertising and promotional expense, while others are not. You will notice,
however, that sometimes we include links to these products and services in the articles. The cost of setting up
will be the same whether the printer produces one copy or 10, Pinson, Linda. Examples Depreciation, interest
paid on capital, rent, salary, property taxes, insurance premium, etc. Output Q. Variable costs are generally
different between industries. Compare Investment Accounts. When production volume goes up, the variable
costs will increase. Rohr, Ellen. This e-commerce based advertising model - like every other ad on our article
pages - has no impact on our editorial coverage. Although fixed costs can change over a period of time, the
change will not be related to production. The variable cost of production is a constant amount per unit
produced. This calculation is simple and obviously does not take into account any other costs such as labor or
raw materials. If the cost structure is comprised mostly of fixed costs such as an oil refinery , managers are
more likely to accept low-priced offers for their products in order to generate sufficient sales to cover their
fixed costs. Related Courses. As a small business owner, it is vital to track and understand how the various
costs change with the changes in the volume and output levels. However, if the company does not produce any
units, it will not have any variable cost for producing the mugs. On the other hand, if the volume goes down,
so too will the variable costs.


